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Doctoral Project
Title: Mechanophysiology of Bacterial Microcolonies
Abstract : The role of physical cues in shaping the development of mul7cellular eukaryo7c organisms is now
:rmly established1. Even though it is now also appreciated that bacteria mostly live within dense mul7cellular
communi7es called bio:lms2,3, the understanding of the role of physical cues within these communi7es is s7ll
in its infancy4. This doctoral project will aim at studying the role of physical forces in the early bio:lm forma7on
of species of the Neisseria genus. Focusing on a pair of species, one pathogen and one commensal, the PhD
candidate will combine molecular biology, gene7cs, biophysics and microscopy to tackle the role of physical
cues in the physiology of these members of the human microbiota in order to both unravel the fundamental
role of mechanical cues in bacterial physiology and understand how to use these cues to control the spread of
these bacteria.
Context and objec=ve:
Most of what is known about bacterial physiology has been :gured out for bacteria living a planktonic lifestyle,
free-)oa7ng in rela7ve low density in liquids. We now understand that the majority of bacteria live a sessile
lifestyle a,ached to surfaces where they form organized physically connected communi7es called bio:lms5.
One of the main di0erences in these two lifestyles is the existence of physical forces between bacteria and
between bacteria and surfaces in the case of the bio:lms. In line with the realiza7on that the development of
mul7cellular eukaryo7c organisms is not solely due to the chemical signals within and in between cells but
might involve at least a feedback of physical signals6, it is 7me to understand the development of the bio:lm
superorganism as integra7ng both chemical and physical signals.
Type IV pili (Tfp) are ubiquitous prokaryo7c polymers that have the unusual capacity to be highly
dynamical7. With a diameter of 6 to 10 nm, Tfp can extend hundreds of microns away from the cellular body.
When Tfp retract, they can exert mechanical forces on their surroundings whether an abio7c surface, host cells
or other bacterial cells8,9. Tfp are the only outside organelles present in most bacteria from the genus
Neisseria, hence are the main way to mediate physical interac7ons between cells. In the case of WT cells, the
stochas7c cycles of elonga7on and retrac7ons of Tfp are what enables and structures the early bio:lm
forma7on. Within hours, WT bacteria form li,le balls of cells comprised of a few tens to a few thousands
bacteria, called microcolonies10. The bacterial microcolonies are, in respect to bio:lms, not dissimilar to the
embryo in respect to a developed metazoan.
In the case of the causa7ve agent gonorrhea, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, we have demonstrated that the
dynamics of Tfp and the forces they can generate can induce a heterogeneous mo7lity within microcolonies
that leads to spa7ally di0eren7ated gene expression11. We have also demonstrated that dynamics of Tfp and
the forces Tfp can generate a0ect globally the physiology of Neisseria gonorrhoeae cells whether in their
survival in sta7onary phase or their sensi7vity to an7bio7cs. The close cousin commensal bacterium, Neisseria
elongata, shows a similar dependence on Tfp for the early forma7on of bio:lm and its general physiology12.

Mechanical interac7ons generated by Tfp appears to be the main driver in the forma7on of
microcolonies of these two evolu7onarily closely related bacterial species, as well as in their physiologies. The
main objec=ve of this PhD project is to inves=gate the rela=onship between the mechanical parameters and
the biological func=ons within bacterial microcolonies.
In both species, intercellular forces can be modi:ed by either changing the adhesion forces between
Tfp or their ability to retract. The adhesion forces between pili can be modi:ed most e;ciently by changing the
sequence or post-transla7onal modi:ca7ons on the monomer cons7tu7ng the pilus, the major pilin pilE. The
retrac7on forces can be modi:ed most e;ciently by removing or muta7ng the molecular motor pilT. Cells
deprived of Tfp stay planktonic, do not interact with each other and don’t form microcolonies. We have already
characterized biophysically quite a few of these mutants and the #rst axis of this PhD project will be dedicated
to fully characterize them in terms of modi:ca7on of
the spa7o-temporal expression of genes and the
impact of these mutants on the bacteria physiology.
For each mutant, we will be able to correlate the
biophysical intercellular forces with the pa,ern of gene
expression across microcolonies as exhibited by
)uorescent gene reporters and the impact on
physiology as exhibited by survival during sta7onary
Scanning micrograph of a Neisseria elongata microcolony (leA ) and a
phase.
Neisseria gonorrhoeae microcolony (right) on a human epithelium
In the case of Neisseria gonorrhoae, knocking out the molecular motor pilT abrogates Tfp
retrac7on13,14. The pili are s7ll extended but they don’t retract. The ΔpilT mutant cells s7ll adhere to each
other and can form microcolonies but they don’t exert retrac7on forces on each other. ΔpilT cells survive less in
sta7onary phase. It is thus possible to :nd condi7ons where WT cells are s7ll thriving while ΔpilT cells are all
dead. This is the perfect situa7on to u7lize the power of gene7cs. We can mutagenize ΔpilT cells and look for
compensatory muta7ons that would enable the cells to survive. As the molecular motor pilT is responsible for
retrac7on, muta7ons should either restore retrac7on or point out to the mechanisms linked to
mechanosensa7on in these cells. A saturated screen for compensatory muta7ons and their characteriza7on will
be the second axis of this PhD project.
In order to fully understand the role of mechanical s7muli on the Neisseria microcolonies, it doesn’t
su;ce to gene7cally modify the internal forces that are at play in their self-assembly. It will be important to
apply external mechanical s7muli and follow their impact on both gene expression and cell physiology. To this
end, we will use a microrobo7c system to apply very localized forces on single microcolonies. This device is
based on a robo7c evolu7on of op7cal trapping techniques, which o0ers contactless nanonewton range 3D
force genera7on and sensing with micrometer resolu7on. We will also design and implement an robo7zed cell
stretcher device compa7ble with microscopy and long term incubator growth to apply controlled cyclical strain
to a surface of 6 well plate well covered with microcolonies15. This will be the third axis of this PhD project.
T
he three axes of this PhD project (characteriza7on of Tfp mutants, gene7c screen and applica7on of
external forces) are largely independent and can be started in parallel. These three axes will all converge in a

complementary fashion towards the main objec7ve of the project. The rela7ve advances along the di0erent
axes will be monitored in close partnership with the Thesis Advisory Commi,ee, and will guide, in an organic
manner, the advancement of the doctoral student and the emphasis to be given to them as the thesis
progresses.
Role of each supervisor / skills provided: Nicolas Biais is a leading expert on the characteriza7on of Tfp
biophysical proper7es. He has also studied Neisseria species for over 15 years and designed gene7c tools to
easily gene7cally modify these organisms. He will be the leading supervisor on the :rst two axes. Sinan Haliyo is
a leading expert on microrobo7cs and micro-manipula7on of biological samples. He was at the helm of the
concep7on and realiza7on of many scien7:c instruments around force-sensing and control at microscales. He
will be the leading supervisor on the third axis. Constant communica7on between the two coordinators will be
facilitated by the physical closeness of the two labs. The student will spend 7me in both labs.
Pro#le of the desired student: The ideal student will have a background in biology, physics or engineering with
previous experience in microbiology, microscopy and experimental biophysics. But more importantly we are
interested in students that are ready to embrace the challenge of this truly interdisciplinary project.
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